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ABSTRACT

This research aims to review the influence of supervision school principals and teachers work motivation against disciplinary work. The study was conducted in public primary schools. This research is kind of quantitative research with a research design used design expost-facto research study. Included in this research is the total public-school teachers consisting of two teachers, the survey data collection techniques using. Data analysis techniques using a technique descriptive analysis quantitative, and of multiple regression. The results of this research stated that: (1) there are significant influence supervision of the head of the schools to work problems of public school; (2) there are significant influence between the motivation of teachers have to work problems of public school; and (3) there are significant influence between supervision of the head.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To the improving quality education is very affected by the teachers in the duties and functions at school. Teacher attendance in learning very important, that is because teachers are of teachers that periodically direct interaction with students, for that required intensive guidance and services in line with the students [1], [2], [3]. Discipline required a master in learning school work [4], [5], [6].

Said discipline derived from student which means a follower or students from the leader who have. Term discipline means systematic instruction given are as the learner to train them as students and handicrafts [7], [8], in trade sector or for a board an ethical or a certain rule code.

Discipline as much as someone to involve demands good governance so consciously with to obey the rules. Discipline closely linked the mental and moral character inherent in a person. Awareness contains a restraint, and by the presence of self-control on individual mental attitude will be implanted high moral.

2. METHODS

2.1 The Types of Research

This study uses research methodology quantitative research focused on the objective to study examined quantitatively. Data collection is done quantitative research. This method uses the partial correlation research, a partial correlation in which used for analysis or the testing of hypotheses, research design it uses design studies on expost based on the methodology.

2.2 The Subject and of Research Data

Subject of study is all teachers in public primary schools as a rayon Plakat Tinggi district consisting of the 101 teachers. Technique use questionary survey data collection, documentation and observation.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the data analysis that its motivation supervision school principals and teachers work together to influential discipline primary. Based on the simple regression, obtained the t count of 5.570 t of the table and the price of 1.652 And the price t count more than t
This means better and teachers' work high motivation will followed by improving discipline work and if work fell motivation teachers to exert an influence upon discipline work suggests that someone will work in professional when the person having the ability and motivation (motivation). Is someone will work in professional ability work when someone has high and motivation to do good. And, no will work in professional when only meet one the above conditions. So, no matter how high a person capacity he would not have employed professionally if not having high motivation work [17], [18]. In other words, the motivation is a component most important and influential in the performance of someone. Discipline work in an activity is the learning teaching materials to be achieved by each teacher at school, based on with the curriculum.

The amount of curriculum so summarized in teaching are often not commensurate a time available on the day effective on the other hand, all teachers are required to be able to meet the target. For it, the need of the work carried out in school problems [19], [20]. Considering that the duty and role of a teacher who is very large and it is the pivotal to the education sector, so a teacher should be able to put the right to be professional workers, in accordance with the demand of the growing [21], [22].

As an educator, teachers to teach and planting and attitude to their students, to carry out the mission is a teacher must have a variety of competence and personality who dances.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis of the data and the testing of hypotheses will be as follows: (1) there are significant influence between supervision of public school disciplinary academic work; (2) there are significant influence of the incentives work disciplinary work they think of public primary schools; and (3) there are significant influence in together as academic work and motivation of teachers to work problems as public school.
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